
The most impressive doctor we know of has a message for COVID. 

 

We are not going to identify this doctor for obvious reasons. However, this doctor 

has a wall like no other doctor I have ever seen, and I mean IMPRESSIVE, high 

level diplomas from countries all over the world, this doctor is a total genius that 

aces the most difficult stuff instantly And that is important with this, because it 

proves the more intelligent and capable you are, the more you see through the 

Covid scam. 

 

THIS IS BAD FOLKS. 

 

We got ALL the details. First of all, if you take ANY of the alternative cures for 

COVID, you will be denied insurance coverage. If you take the chlorine dioxide, 

quina, ivermectin, hydroxychloriquine, zinc or anything else to help you overcome 

Covid that is not their vax or one of their other hell expensive cures, you will be 

denied health insurance. This is already (about to be the case) in Mexico and it is 

going to be global. 

On the back side of this, this doctor has stated that they are indeed intentionally 

killing people that comply with whatever rules are necessary to get health 

insurance, and nothing can be done to stop it because the corruption is too 

complete. This doctor has stated that they have already started killing large 

numbers of people (a far greater number than even the newspapers are publishing) 

which makes sense, because now, in my immediate circle of association there are 

additional people (now 5) that are already "dead from covid" who died as soon as 

they went to the hospital when they had no Covid symptoms at all. The last one 

went in for pain in the left kidney, they gave him a shot, he died within an hour and 

they called it a COVID death. These five people are not the ones I reported before 

(scorpion sting, broken arm, etc resulting in immediate death and Covid diagnosis,) 

these people are IMMEDIATELY known in the immediate circle and not "someone 

talking about it". It is obvious they killed the last man but what can you do when a 

totally corrupted police state is running the covid scam? 

 

FIVE people in my immediate circle of association dead vastly exceeds the number 

being reported when taken as a percentage of population. They are absolutely 

letting it rip in Mexico probably because of the orders to keep society open, so the 

covid scammers are murdering every possible person they can possibly get away 

with. 

 

Back to what the doctor said: 

 

This doctor stated in specific terms directly to US, not someone else, that Covid was 

a manufactured virus that was designed to be easy to cure and they want to punish 

anyone who seeks an easy alternative cure by denying them medical care. This 

doctor stated that the goal was to "simply kill everyone off" by threatening them 



with a virus they made that is not that bad and then killing them by other means 

once they enter the medical system. 

Additionally this doctor explicitly stated that the "covid vax" is not a vaccine, it is 

gene editing to change people from what they are to what a group of evil elites 

want, and that the "easy cures" are for them while they offer NO CURE for the rest 

of humanity, only a shot of doom. This doctor is freaked out over it but knows that 

if anyone speaks up they'll immediately lose their license so rather than have that 

happen, this doctor is telling trusted people what is going on so a warning can be 

spread. 

 

What to do? 

 

Take the hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, Quina or whatever else you have, (it 

probably works) because this virus was explicitly designed to be easy to treat. 

When you take these things, DO NOT TELL YOUR INSURANCE YOU DID, you lie 

about that, don't be a fool - and then resist the shot for as long as you possibly 

can. Once it is impossible to have insurance or a job without the shot, well, go 

without insurance and eat out of the trash while sleeping in a $20 tent. Obviously if 

you go in for any sort of medical care be well aware of the fact they might kill you 

right then and there so make damn good and sure you have to. What else can I 

say? That's the reality we are up against now. 

 

Jim Stone 

 


